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BIDEN FOR PRESIDENT 
Georgia Recount, Data and Organizing Boiler Room Director  November 2020 - December 2020 
Served as senior advisor for data and organizing, confirming GA’s historic election results by <12k votes, delivering 16 
electoral votes for President-elect Biden and a mandate for his administration’s goals on climate change and racial equity. 
● Deployed to GA as technical authority on Distributed Organizing, yielding a first-of-its-kind program for Recount that

integrated SMS recruitment and large virtual trainings to rapidly coach and engage 7,558 post-election volunteers.
● Training Development: Defined and oversaw program goals for a multi-phase campaign without a pre-existing playbook,

including ballot cure, county certification, hand ballot audit, and a machine recount.
● Relational Program: Developed community-oriented curriculum to recruit non-traditional volunteers outside party

infrastructure.
● Performance Reviews: In follow-up surveys, training consistently rated over 99% by thousands of participants.

● Career Development: Onboarded and managed +70 staff, including 8 Directors, in unfamiliar subject matter areas.

Expansion States Director   July 2020 - November 2020 
Led engagement in the largest campaign region, directing capacity in 33 non-battleground states into 17 battleground states 
via digital tools (ThruTalk, VPBConnect, OutVote). 
● Training Development: Independently set objectives to resolve critical drop-off between national volunteer prospects and

active campaign participants by integrating traditional organizing tactics with distributed tools. Expansion accounted for
108k shifts with <20 state staff during the final phase of the campaign (DR1-GOTV), compared to 92-99k shifts in
Battleground Pods with hundreds of staff (eg. South, +500 staff, 92k shifts).

● Curriculum: Redesigned onboarding so volunteers could take immediate action and be effective messengers for
VP Biden and Democrats down the ticket.

● Accessibility: Oversaw National Volunteer Leadership Trainings that empowered 791 volunteers to run inclusive
virtual events where supporters could receive 1:1s and technical support in digital environments.

● Retention: Directed in-house reporting and digital outreach, including 4.6 million A/B tested MailChimp
recruitment emails that ensured, at minimum, 60% retention during GOTV, the most critical phase of the
campaign, including 7 shifts with greater than 100% retention across Expansion states.

● Connectivity: Drove partnerships across departments, from Surrogates to Coalitions (Af-Am, Latino, Women, Labor,
Seniors, and Progressives), that created entry points for supporters to engage in the campaign..

● Personnel Management: Recruited, interviewed, onboarded and managed a diverse staff of 28, including 8 Directors, in a
high-performing culture grounded in shared mission and joy.

● Advocacy: Spoke as technical authority on Distributed Organizing at events with Principals (Sen Harris, Jen O’Malley
Dillon) and Surrogates (Susan Rice, Debra Messing, Glenn Close, Cecile Richards, Reddit AMA), with 50-3k attendees.

WARREN FOR PRESIDENT, Pod Director   December 2019 - 
April 2020  
● Program Development: Led engagement in 17 Primary States (incl. CA, MN, ME, MA, TN), netting 2.6 million in-person

conversations, 6.4 million calls, hundreds of volunteer community leaders and 64% of total Warren Delegates.
● Personnel Management: Oversaw onboarding and performance of +300 in-state staff and 5 HQ Directors in Training,

Digital, Organizing, Data, and Operations in a matrixed management structure.
● Staff Performance: Worked closely with Senior Leadership, HR Director and Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Officer to coach managers and staff through complex performance issues.
● Staff Development: As part of campaign shutdown team, designed and led resume workshops for 790

state-based staff.

BETO FOR AMERICA, Iowa Deputy Caucus Director   March 2019 - November 2019 
● Program Development: Implemented programs around gun violence prevention, immigration advocacy, and new

caucusgoers, through online and offline community organizing.
● Personnel Management: Recruited, interviewed and trained 25 organizers, 7 RODs and Data Director, including career

development through weekly 1:1s, all-staff statewide trainings, and resume review during shutdown.
● Earned Media: Led marquee Principal Events with Beto O’Rourke (incl. Wing Ding, Steak Fry, Jefferson Jackson Dinner).
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CIVIS ANALYTICS, Co-Founder & Vice President   November 2012 - November 2015 
After revolutionizing political decision-making on the Obama campaigns, co-founded Civis to share insights across industry 
through Civis software. Our technology allows clients to insure the uninsured, increase access to higher education, elect 
candidates and deliver advertisements intelligently through good data and sound methods. 
● Personnel Management: Oversaw growth from 13 to 115 employees in Applied Data Science, Data Science and

Engineering, including interview design, interviewing and coordinating interviews for senior subject-matter experts and
junior practitioners, and candidate tracking through Lever, our candidate tracking system. Developed recruitment pipelines
at universities that sought to increase diversity in data science through internships and speaker series.

● Communications: Led public launches, including company launch in BloombergBusinessweek, and external coverage in
the New York Times, Vox, the Chicago Tribune, as well as internal case studies demonstrating impact.

● Survey Science: Managed polling data, RFPs and vendor relationships in foundational practice areas, with clients like
EnrollAmerica, DSCC, SMPAC and Nouveau Parti démocratique.

OBAMA FOR AMERICA, Director of Analytics Operations  July 2011 - November 2012 
Managed the re-elect’s internal polling program, including the stream of data that informed all analytics products, our election 
forecasting tool “Golden”, and models on voter turnout, persuasion and GOTV experiments. 
● Partnerships: Managed RFPs, vendors and a budget of $5.4M. The data we collected was the largest and most accurate

polling program executed in the history of American politics, proving that analytics could inform decisions on fundraising,
resource allocation, voter turnout and surrogate travel.

DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE, Targeting Analyst & Special Projects                                            February 2009 - July 
2011 Founding member of the Party’s first in-house targeting team, charged with providing early and accurate analysis of the 
political landscape to the White House and partners during the 2009-2010  special and midterm election cycle. 
● Survey Science: Managed vendor polling data, score-sharing and GIS-mapping as a standardized knowledge share, the

first time the DNC provided analytics resources to targeted races.
● Earned Media: Ran the HealthCare Stories Project, collecting 238k stories of the under- and uninsured for earned media.

Produced large digital events (>20k), via livestream, for events with POTUS, VPOTUS and FLOTUS.

PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURAL COMMITTEE, National Mall Coordinator  December 2008 - February 2009 
Managed 5,000 volunteers who directed 1.8M members of the public present at President Barack Obama’s January 20 
swearing-in ceremony. 

OBAMA FOR AMERICA, Regional Field Director, GOTV Director, Data Team, Organizer                           Feb 2007 - November 
2008 
Practiced community organizing, online and offline, at a massive scale through the 2008 Obama campaign’s field program, 
beginning as one of the first caucus organizers in Iowa and wrapping as a Regional Field Director in Virginia. 
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